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There’s no doubt that videogames have become more realistic since 

the days of Pong when players bounced a white dot between two oblong bats on 

either side of the television screen. Programming games has moved from being an 

amateur pastime carried out in bedrooms to something that can require a team of 

up to 1,000 people and a budget of US$100 million.

These resources are directed at creating utterly convincing environments. 

Characters in today’s games have visible wrinkles in their skin and individual hairs 

on their heads; cars have glowing brake discs and dust particles fly off their wheels 

as they race off-road. The graphics almost equal the visuals in Hollywood’s finest 

creations but this isn’t the real cutting-edge. There is one area in which games are 

not only equalling movies, but borrowing directly from them: sound.

The advent of CDs as a popular storage medium for games in the 1990s led to 

orchestrated soundtracks becoming a common feature. No longer did players have 

to put up with computer generated bleeps and annoying loops, since CD-quality 

audio could be pulled directly from the disc. The trend developed as programmers 

created methods of seamlessly moving from one music style or track into another 

as the on-screen events changed. When the processing power of games consoles 

took a giant leap forward at the end of the 1990s, the in-game graphics finally 

caught up with the advancements that had been made in the audio department. 

Visually complex cinematic environments became a reality, so the next logical step 

was for games to offer movie-quality sound to complement the images on-screen.

Japanese developer Konami pioneered this trend with its series of adventure 

games called Metal Gear Solid. The games have melodramatic plots about nuclear 

deterrence with the player infiltrating isolated enemy bases. They combine the best 

elements from classic action movies such as Die Hard, James Bond and Rambo 

and a suitably sweeping score accompanies the action. There’s good reason why 

it may sound familiar.

The original Metal Gear Solid game premièred on the Sony PlayStation console 

in 1998 and became an instant hit selling six million copies worldwide. This 

success boosted the budget available to the game’s director Hideo Kojima for 
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WoRDs Christian sylt. Whilst at university, Christian once spent 36 hours 
straight playing Lemmings. He hasn’t touched a computer game since then.

in the early 1990s to US$1 million in some cases today. Composers are paid 

by the minute and with games requiring 180 minutes of music or more, a rate 

of US$1,000 to US$2,000 per minute soon adds up to creative fees of between  

US$180,000 and US$360,000. With this sort of money involved, it’s no surprise that 

composing game themes is now treated as seriously within the industry as scoring 

movies. it is hard to ignore when games now generate more money than movies.

according to market research firm DfC intelligence, in 2009 worldwide game 

sales came to US$60.4 billion compared to worldwide movie box-office receipts 

of US$29.2 billion. Talent has followed the money. bill Conti, who composed the 

popular Rocky theme, worked on the score of ea Games’ The Godfather in 2006. 

Danny elfman, who scored themes for Chicago, Spider-Man and The Simpsons, 

wrote the main theme for the Xbox 360 adventure game fable. even Howard 

Shore, who worked on the Lord of the Rings trilogy and oscar-winning film The 

Departed, has got in on the act and composed music for an online role-playing 

game called Soul of the Ultimate Nation. 

“film composers are attracted to doing videogame scores because the net 

results have changed a lot over the years and it isn’t just a couple of electronic 

squeaks,” says Gregson-Williams. but perhaps the biggest endorsement that 

the games industry has come of age in music circles is that some composers 

who began their careers in games are making an easy transition into mainstream 

entertainment. Michael Giacchino, who began his career as the composer for the 

ea Games’ Medal of Honor war simulation series, has gone on to score themes 

for movies including The Incredibles and Ratatouille. if videogames continue their 

domination of the world’s entertainment this could well become a growing trend.

to my studio perhaps every other night for 

three months and beating me over the head 

with a stick!” However, this was not actually 

a disadvantage as he says it gave him more 

freedom. “in many ways my compositions 

were a bit more free flowing. i was able to 

make my own brief in terms of the shape of 

a piece. Whereas in a movie, it’s enormously 

dictated by what’s going on on-screen.”

Players were impressed; Metal Gear Solid 

2 sold seven million copies. Kojima has said 

that “approximately 80 percent of a game’s 

presentation comes from sound,” so it is little 

surprise that he recruited Gregson-Williams 

on the third and fourth installments: 2004’s 

Metal Gear Solid 3: Snake eater and 2008’s 

Metal Gear Solid 4: Guns of the Patriots.

for the fourth game the composition 

process evolved. “The descriptions were 

fuller, and he would send me footage as it got 

done – not with my music already in it, but to 

give me an idea of what a certain character or 

a certain situation would look like,” Gregson-

Williams says. “Kojima was in los angeles 

frequently, several times during the making of 

the game, which was great. i could actually 

have him in my studio and really nail it down.”

Metal Gear Solid 4 was one of the flagship 

titles for Sony’s PlayStation 3 console and 

took four years to create. it was worth it: the 

game became the second fastest-selling title 

on the system in the UK after Grand Theft 

auto iV as 1.3 million copies were bought on 

its first day. With an estimated US$60 million 

budget at his disposal, Kojima could make 

its graphics almost photo-realistic and with 

Gregson-Williams’ score players likened it 

to an interactive movie. “When i first saw 

the moving pictures of what the Metal Gear 

Solid games were going to look like, they 

looked nearly like movies, so i don’t see why 

soundtracks can’t be at that standard as 

well,” says Gregson-Williams. “The bottom 

line is one is being commissioned to write 

music that can go anywhere.”

although games have lower budgets than 

movies, Gregson-Williams explains that this 

doesn’t affect how the music is composed, 

since the developer picks up the huge studio 

and orchestra expenses. Music budgets for 

games have risen from around US$30,000 

creating its sequel on the PlayStation 2 console which launched in Japan in 2000. 

Kojima had US$10 million to spend on the second game and he used it wisely.

To ensure that the music to the game sounded genuinely cinematic, Kojima 

enlisted english composer Harry Gregson-Williams who has scored soundtracks 

to blockbusters including all four Shrek movies, Prince of Persia, Bridget Jones: The 

Edge of Reason and Team America: World Police. He is currently at work on the 

theme-track for Cowboys & Aliens which is due to be released in 2011 and stars 

Harrison ford and Daniel Craig. Kojima had heard Gregson-Williams’ work and put 

several of his tracks onto a CD which was mailed to him along with a proposal.

“There was an accompanying letter saying ‘we’re doing this game and we want it 

to be the most cinematic experience yet for our players’,” Gregson-Williams begins. 

“Hence we want a Hollywood film score and we want it to sound like this.” Gregson-

Williams accepted the offer. “it presented an opportunity to slightly liberate some of 

the rigid disciplines of film composing i’d become accustomed to.” 

There was one big challenge, however. Unlike the process of creating a film 

score, Gregson-Williams had limited direction and visuals for his videogame score 

debut, 2001’s Metal Gear Solid 2: Sons of liberty. “in my usual way, i get a copy of 

the film and i’m inspired by some pictures i see in front of me,” he says. “in a film 

one is interacting with characters and dialogue. When one is writing music for a 

film, so much of its effectiveness is not just the way it is or sounds; it’s how it plays 

within the movie. Where a certain beat lands in a certain scene. With the Metal 

Gear game i didn’t have any visuals; they were still making the game at the time.”

a film reel captures a constant record of a movie’s content, but there is no single 

equivalent for games as the final product is a result of numerous virtual elements, 

such as character models and physics programmes, being knitted together. So 

whilst a composer can use a demo reel as stimulus for a movie theme, there is less 

to go on when scoring music for games. 

Gregson-Williams wrote the score from 

Konami’s descriptions of scenes. “They sent 

me these obscure titles of one-minute pieces 

to write such as ‘being watched without 

knowing’, or ‘secretly watching somebody 

else’ or ‘sneaky tempo,’” he says. “The sound 

Konami was after was a hybrid of orchestral 

sound meets electronic so i was working with 

an orchestra... composing is a lonely job. i 

work with a lot of machines and a computer.” 

To tie music to specific actions and plot 

twists, game programmers create trigger points 

such as entering a room, flicking a switch or 

drawing a gun. These prompt the appropriate 

melody but, as Gregson-Williams says, “That 

end of it is not my concern. How my music ends 

up in the game and how it changes with what 

the player is doing – somebody else does that. i 

don’t even begin to understand how that works 

in the game. My job is to provide enough music 

so that if a gamer goes down a certain path and 

takes that extreme, there’s enough there.”

Since Konami’s team is based in Japan, 

far from Gregson-Williams’s studio in los 

angeles, Gregson-Williams had less contact 

with Kojima than he would usually have with a 

director. “We did a lot of videoconferencing,” 

he says. “i would send him music, and he 

would receive it and his engineers would play 

it as i was talking with him. He would give me 

his comments straight away.” 

overcoming the distance was their biggest 

challenge. “i was used to a director coming 
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LEFT TO RIGHT: Metal Gear Solid on the iPad; game  
designer Hideo Kojima; English composer Harry Gregson-

Williams; a teenager plays Grand Theft Auto IV


